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ABSTRACT

By examining the behaviour of supersymmetric GUTs in the very early

universe we find two classes of realistic models. In one of them supersymmetry

is broken at or near the superheavy GUT scale. The cosmological implications

of such models are expected to be similar to those of non supersymmetric GUTs.

In the second class of models, the superheavy GUT scale is related to the

supersymmetry breaking scale ala Witten. Two types of cosmological scenarios

appear possible in this case, either with or without an intermediate (new)

inflationary phase. They can be experimentally distinguished, since the

former predicts an absence and the latter an observable number density of superheavy

monopoles. A mechanism for generating baryon asymmetry in such models is

pointed out. Further constraint on model building appears if global R

invariance is employed to resolve the strong CP problem.

In this note an attempt will be made, using cosmological arguments,

to set up guidelines for constructing SUSY OUT models. By considering their

behaviour in the very early universe, and utilizing an important result

derived by Weinberg , it will be argued that barring some exotic or

unnatural possibilities, essentially only two classes of realistic SUSY GUTS

can be constructed. In one such class, SUSY is broken at or near the

superheavy GUT scale M. The low energy predictions, as well as the

cosmological consequences, of such models are expected to be similar to those

of the corresponding GUT models.

The second and more interesting class of models is based on the

(2)
mechanism proposed by Witten for solving the gauge hierarchy problem.

In these models the Superheavy GUT scale M is related to the SUSY breaking

scale yF by ^where d>0 and e is the gauge coupling. It has

tbeen pointed out that such models also contain a third mass scale 11,^

rt, d_ -E- • Since M > 10 GeV, supersymmetry is necessarily broken at

«• M o
a scale greater than or of order 10 GeV. The low energy particle spectrum

of such models is expected to be much richer than that of the standard GUTS
(3)

Two different cosmological scenarios appear possible in this class of SUSY GUTS.

(1))
In one of them there is an intermediate 'new' inflationary phase , which

can help resolve some cosmological puz2les. This scenario also predicts a

complete absence of Superheavy magnetic monopoles. In the second scenario

such an intermediate phase does not exist. However, the GUT phase transition

occurs after a certain amount of supercooling. In this case magnetic

monopoles are produced with a number density compatible with the cosmological

bounds. The two scenarios, therefore, are experimentally distinguishable.

A mechanism for generating baryon asymmetry in such models is pointed out.

Finally, some remarks are made on the constraints that appear if a

global R invariance is employed to resolve the strong CP problem.
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Consider the simplest SUSY GUT based on the gauge group SU(5).

The Higgs sector of the model consists of a single chiral superfield in

the adjoint representation and additional chiral superfields in the 5, 5

representations. For definiteness, supersymmetry may be taken to be

softly broken, and the SUSY breaking scale \ / F « M (we assume throughout

that 1015 GeV£M<MpL, the Planck mass, 1.2 x 1019 GeV). We now wish to

argue that such a model leads to an unacceptable cosmology.

At zero temperature, and neglecting for the moment the low mass scales

VF arid M (compared to M), the theory possesses at least three degenerate

minima , corresponding to the gauge symmetries G = SU(5), F = SUCO x U(l)

and H = SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). Supersynmietry is unbroken in each of these

minima. I t was recently shown by Weinberg that th is degeneracy i s spli t

when gravitational effects are included. The gravitational terms in the

6 "2

vacuum energy are of order GM (G = VL is Newton's constant), much greater

than the energy F /£ associated with the breaking of supersymmetry, for

•JF&IO GeV. Moreover, if one requires that the phase H has energy density

and cosmological constant equal to zero, the phases G and F "both have negative

energy densities

Next, let us consider the behaviour of this SUSY GUT model in the very

early universe (remember SUSY is broken at a scale vF C O O GeV). At non zero

temperatures, the degeneracy between the various vacua is lifted not only by

the gravitational effects, but also because they have different thermal

Oenergies . For GeV, the latter contribution dominates and the

universe finds i tself in phase G. For T below 10 GeV, the gravitational

effects take over and, from our previous remarks, i t should be clear that the

universe remains stuck in phase G forever! Supersymmetry breaking can lower

2
the free energy density of phase H, but only by an amount'vF , by no means

enough to overcome the gravitational spli t t ing between G and H. Clearly, SUSY GUT

models of this type are in conflict with cosmology. How can one get out

- 3 -

of this impasse? Several possibilities could be suggested.

1) One could try to save the situation by requiring that the

SUSY breaking scale >/? also be of order 10 GeV. Then,

for T m F , the H phase can have a lower energy density than G,

and tunnelling from G to H becomes possible. Unfortunately,

the tunnelling rate, is heavily suppressed. The energy density

difference between G and H is characterized by </F, whereas

the height of the barrier separating G from H is characterized

"by M. The thin wall approximation of Coleman (suitably

adapted to the T.^ 0 situation) can be employed to compute

the tunnelling rate. One finds that the probability P to

tunnel per unit time per unit volume is •

and

Since M ̂ , 10 GeV and\/F~-jlO GeV, the probability to

tunnel everywhere from G to H in the lifetime of the universe

is much smaller than unity.£ For simplicity, we have neglected

the dependence of the couplings on temperature. This

dependence can easily be incorporated and leads to the same conclusion

2) By working with a non-minimal set of scalar superfields, one

might be able to arrange things favourably as follows. For

T near M the universe finds itself in phase G. However, for

T~jF~10 GeV , G "becomes unstable and phase transition to H

takes place. Unfortunately, this alternative runs into another

serious problem. One produces an unacceptably large number density

of superheavy magnetic monopoles by the Kibble mechanism

3) One might arrange the parameters of the theory in such a way

that the universe is in the H phase at all temperatures above

100 GeV. Supersymmetry could then be broken at some scale VF

which may be as low as 100 GeV. Monopole production via the

Kibble mechanism is clearly avoided in this case. However,

one now produces too many monopoles through thermal fluctuations.

Indeed, at T 10 GeV (for M 10 GeV), the monopole number
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density is the aarae as the photon number density. Subsequent
annihilation cannot reduce i t below a level which is about
ten orders of magnitude greater than the least stringent upper
bound on i t s value.

Clearly, i f one wants to work with the simplest supersymmetric GUT

models and also wishes to avoid the problems that have been encountered,

one must assume that / P is close to H. This leads us to the f i rs t class

of rea l i s t ic SUSY GUT models. The low energy predictions as well as the

cosmological implications of such models are expected to resemble those

of the standard non supersymmetric GUTS . We shall not discuss them

further here.

Next, we proceed to discuss the second class of supersymmetric GUTS

that overcome, most elegantly in our opinion, the objections raised against

the simplest models. This class of models u t i l izes Witten's idea of

generating the superheavy GUT scale M from the supersymmetry breaking scale vF.

In pract ice, implementation of this idea requires generalization of a class
(11)

of supersymmetric models f i rs t discussed by O'Raifeartaigh. The remainder

of the paper is devoted to studying the cosmological implications of the

O'Kaifeartaigh-Witten (0-W) models.

(2)
For definiteness, consider on 0-W model in the context of SU(5)

There are two complex fields A\ and Jr- in the adjoint of SU(5) and a

singlet field X. The superspace potential reads (we rest-rict ourselves

here to the first step in the symmetry breaking),

W(A,x,y)=
(2 )

Super symmetry is spontaneously broken at the scale VF. For a range of

parameters, minimizing the energy gives
* For a different choice of parameters {_ A> is zero even though supersytnmetry

-5-
is broken.

) * ^.(z,2, 2,-3,-3) (3)

X and Y are undetermined in the tree approximation, but one has the important

relation

Including the one loop corrections, and for large X, the scalar potential

reads

For jf\ -C* KOlarge values for X are favoured. Indeed, one reasonably

expects that ( X ) ^ , CA^^^fW^I, cl >O . The gauge symmetry

would then be broken to SU{3) x SU(2) x U(l) at the superheavy scale

characterized by X

o

I t has been pointed out that besides the scales \ /F and M-vJF e e ,

the 0-W models also contain a third mass scale m ~ ̂  F_ , The superheavy

GUT scale M is expected in these models to be greater than or of order 10

GeV, so that JF ̂  10 9 GeV.

15

In discussing the behaviour of 0-W models both at zero and non zero tempera-

tures we assume without proof, that inclusion of supergravity does not spoil

Witten's mechanism for generating the gauge hierarchy In this case as one

(12)
might have suspected, one finds that the expectation values of X and Y

become non zero only at temperatures below \/F. For our purpose, this has

the important consequence that the gravitational contributions to the vacuum

energy, at least initially, are only of order GF . This is much smaller

-6-



than the contribution from supersymmetry breaking that are of order F .

Let us follow then the behaviour of some typical O-W GUT model in

the very early universe. For T^lM, the universe is in the symmetric G

phase. The high temperature phase persists till T "n F is reached when

SUSY is spontaneously broken, and the A fields acquire vacuum expectation values

of order/?. (The transition from < A> = 0 t o < A>-J F can proceed rapidly-

through thermal fluctuations). The subsequent fate of the universe, in

particular the transition from X=o to X=H, is dictated largely by the choice

of the zero temperature potential. Consider first the case where the transition

occurs without an intermediate new inflationary phase . We can distinguish

the following three possibilities.

• p \ ^ K (, K J 2? /O n, = initial monopole number density

1?
(6)

Their relative density at T , following ref. (13), is

r(Tx)~ to

On completion of the phase transition, the latent heat that is relaasdd

reheats the universe to a temperature T R ~ |/F. Thus, the final relative

monopole density is given by t, T ^ = 10 v F )

(8)

i) The zero temperature potential has a local minimum at X*=o.

For any reasonable choice of parameters, the tunneling

from X=o to X=M is highly suppressed because, for temperatures

T below vF, the barrier height remains fixed at F . This

possibility, therefore, must "be excluded.

ii) The zero temperature effective potential has a local maximum

at X=o. The local minimum at X=o will then disappear at some

temperature T , where 0<T <<\/F~. The phase transition from X=o

to X=M is then rapidly completed. In general, one expects T

to be of order '/F, so that an un&cceptably large number

density of monopoles is produced. However, if T happens to

be a couple of orders of magnitude below •/?, suppression of

monopole number density may be achieved. This is seen as follows.

At T. <v F, 'light' magnetic monopoles are produced due to

fluctuations of the A field. The initial relative number density

of these monopoles is

For M )jjlO ' GeV, one gets an acceptable monopole number density only if

The 'new' inflationary phase is discussed in the first two papers of ref. (It).

- T -

O GeV. This bound is barely compatible with the limits on supersymmetry

breaking scale derived in Ref. (l^t).

iii) Finally, one may consider the case when the zero

temperature potential has sero curvature (the Coleman-

Weinberg form) at X=o. The universe tunnels from X=o

to X=M with a certain amount of supercooling, and monopole

production is naturally suppressed to acceptable levels.

Let us consider this in more detail.

'A

At T-wF, the barier height that separates the local minimum at

XO from the absolute minimum at X=M is characterized by / F . AS the temperature

decreases, and with the choice of parameters we are considering, the barrier

height decreases. Gravitational and thermal effects can destabilize the X=o

phase at T= T^F/NL. , and phase transition to the X=H phase takes place.

Between T ^VF" and T,., the Universe is in the de-Sitter phase and exponential
h

expansion occurs. However, what is important is that once temperatures of order



T are reached, the phase transition to X=M is rapidly completed. (The
n

time "C needed to complete this transition is less than or of order H )

The Universe reheats to a temperature T «jvF.

The mass of the monopoles at T is of order M/oL , which is Enich

greater than T . Thus, essentially no thermal production of monopoles occurs

at T . Also, since <.Y> is parallel to^A^at all space points, no new
R

monopoles get produced by the Kibble mechanism when y- acquires its super-

heavy vacuum expectation value.

The relative monopole number density at T D is estimated to be

(9)

Requiring that the bound on r from nucleosynthesis be not violated gives

do)

We now discuss the case when the X field rolls over from X=o to X=M

on a time scale that is large compared to H . The universe in this case

CO
undergoes an inflationary phase . The precise shape of the potential

at X=0 does not play an essential role, if the inflation occurs between ^ F

and M. A single fluctuating region can rapidly expand and eventually turn

into a region larger than our present universe. As Guth first pointed out,

an inflationary scenario can resolve several cosmologioal puzzle like the

flatness, the isotropy and the homogeneity of the observed universe.

We thank P. Steinhardt for emphasizing this point to us.

-9-

More recently, it has been observed that the inflationary phase scenario

may also provide a Fiechanism for generating the initial density perturbations

that lead to galaxy formation. Indeed, within the context of the usual Coleman-

Weinberg potential these perturbations turn out to be unacceptably large.

There is some hope that the form of the potential (5) may allow for more

reasonable density perturbations. There is one potential problem though

associated with the inflationary phase scenario in the context of the 0-W

models. Does one produce enough entropy when the field X acquires vacuum

expectation value of order H? To answer this question, one needs to know

the form of the scalar potential near X=M, and since M is greater than or of

order 10 GeV, gravitational effects probably have to be included. This

deserves further investigation.

Be it as it may, the inflationary phase scenario does make one testable

prediction, which is the complete absence (!) of superheavy monopoles in the

present universe.

Next, let us consider very briefly, the baryon asymmetry in the universe.

The most promising candidates for generating it in the 0-W models appear to be

the decay of the heavy scalars with masses of order VT. As the X field acquires

vacuum expectation value of order M, the latent heat is released and the

universe reheats to a temperature of orderVF. Heavy scalars with masses of

ordervF would then be profusely produced and their subsequent decay that

violate baryon number, can produce the desired baryon asymmetry. Hote, however,

that a further constraint is implied here. One must ensure that no dimension

five operators involving these scalars and able to mediate proton decay

appear in the theory.

(16)
Finally, global R invariance can sometimes be identified with the anomalous

(IT)U(l)pQ symmetry ; thereby apparently resolving the strong CP problem.

It has recently been noted that in most models a discrete subgroup D of

A. Guth - private communication.



is not broken by the QCD anomalies. However, D is spontaneously broken by Higgs

expectation values, which leads to domain wall production and conflict with

standard cosmology. Some ways out of this difficulty have recently been

proposed . One of them involves imbedding D in some other

spontaneously "broken subgroup of the theory, one which is not afflicted

with anomalies. This presumably implies an extention of the models to

include flavour unification.

To conclude, cosmological arguments Impose stringent constraints

that should be taken into account when constructing supersymmetric GUTS.

We have found only two classes of realistic models that appear compatible

with the standard cosmology. Convincing models belonging to either of

them still remain to be constructed.
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